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Daniel Silva’s Terrorism Fiction
David Seed

With his 2004 novel A Death in Vienna Daniel Silva concluded his Holocaust trilogy and since that date has shifted the focus of his fiction away from historical subjects to different forms of terrorism. A key event in his writing has been the 1972 Munich Olympics, which symbolically marked the beginning of Gabriel Allon’s career, the art restorer and Mossad agent who has served as Silva’s serial protagonist. This event has functioned as a reference point in several novels from Prince of Fire (2005) onwards but more broadly Silva has explored the disconnect between public perception and the working of covert organizations in countering terrorism, and the repeated disparity between the spectacle of terrorist strikes and the lack of information about the perpetrators.  As we shall see, Silva repeatedly ties his narratives to contemporary news items, thereby situating his novels within the broad public debate about terrorism.

The Middle East
Prince of Fire opens with the bombing of the Israeli embassy in Rome, the first example of Palestinian issues playing themselves out across Europe. The peaceful situation of the embassy and the relaxed stance of the security guards are rudely disrupted by the roar of a truck carrying the bomb. Silva counterpoints close shots of the truck with distant images of the explosion, followed by a second attack with machine guns, as seen by a Jesuit expecting to be shot. Instead, ‘the terrorist just smiled and disappeared behind a curtain of smoke’ (Prince of Fire, 11). This image sets the theme for the whole novel in the assailant’s disappearance with the smoke evoking the secrecy which the novel is probing. 
The question arising from the first bombing is specifically which Palestinian group stands behind it. Allon’s team gradually put together a profile of one Khaled, initially referred to as a ‘ghost story’ (71). Allon’s search for information even takes him to Arafat himself, who died as Silva was completing the novel. He emerges as a devious cynic, covertly promoting terrorism while presenting a facade of diplomacy, in that respect reflecting Silva’s conviction that ‘Yasir Arafat and his terrorist organization, Black September, showed the bin Ladens of the world the way’ (MacDonald, 2005). More importantly for the novel’s organization, the Palestinian conflict is depicted as a shared predicament and Silva sets up repeated parallels between Allon and Khaled. Just as Allon has his proxy father in Mossad director Ari Shamron, so Khaled has become the adopted son of Arafat, who sees him as a ‘potential symbol of the revolution’ (99). The connections go deeper. Allon is an art restorer; Khaled, under the name Pierre Martineau, has a second career as an archaeologist, in other words investigating the past. Both careers function as covers, professional and psychological in coping with past family traumas.
One of the most dramatic moments comes when Allon confronts a terrorist in Marseilles, who asks him: ‘Perhaps you’re looking for your wife’ (259). At this second he realizes that they have kidnapped Leah from her clinic and the reader realizes that the Rome bombing was part of an elaborate scheme to trap Allon himself. The initial investigation was thus triggered and probably shadowed by Khaled’s group. The plan is for Allon and his wife to be taken to the Gare de Lyon in Paris where a new bombing takes place, figured through the contents that had become a hallmark of suicide bombers in the early 2000s: ‘poison bolts and nails. Shattered glass and blood’ (319). Khaled escapes but is finally tracked down at his archaeological site, where he is shot down in a trench, in a form of symbolic burial, without the event implying closure.
In The Messenger (2006), Silva broadens the scope of the action by including the Saudis. His epigraphs describe that regime as the ‘kernel of evil, the prime mover, the most dangerous opponent’ in the Middle East (Ricks, 2002) and cite Muslim leaders’ prediction of an imminent conquest of Europe (Stalinski, 2005), where the fall of Rome and the Vatican realizes ancient prophecy.​[1]​ This preliminary matter indicates an international reach to this novel, which ironically opens with a peace conference in London, where a participant recruits covertly seeking Islamist recruits. The Vatican emerges as a target, suggested by the surveillance photographs found in the professor’s briefcase. The threat becomes reality when missiles are launched at St. Peter’s by a group including European Moslem converts directed by another professor, this time masquerading as a cultural intermediary.
This attack, which happens early in the novel, establishes the actuality of the threat. It is Ari Sharon who recognizes a paradigm shift in the struggle, where the older national hostilities dramatized in Prince of Fire no longer apply. ‘We’re fighting a movement,’ he insists, ‘It’s like trying to capture fog in a glass. The old rules don’t apply’ (The Messenger, 94). Accordingly, the action modulates into the attempt to expose the financier of a new network through his art collection and with the use of helper whose fiancé was killed in 9/11. Zizi, the millionaire financier in question, like Largo in the Bond movie Thunderball, owns a luxurious yacht which he takes to the Caribbean, where Allon’s group intend to kill him. When this plan misfires, after a series of action sequences Zizi is traced to the south of France and shot down. Silva adds yet another irony in that a second attack on the Vatican is carried out by a member of the Swiss Guard who has converted to Islam. 
The Secret Servant (2007) shows a close continuity with the preceding novel in setting its action against a similar background of militant Islam in Europe. One epigraph quotes the then director of MI5 as declaring that the terrorist threat is a ‘sustained campaign, not a series of isolated incidents’ (Manningham-Buller, 2006). This warning suggests, not only the continuing immediacy of the threat, but also that for authenticity Silva will have to evoke an open-ended process without artificially precise beginnings and certainly without decisive endings. Although the novel’s main locations are in Britain, the ethnic identities of the first characters remind the reader of the action’s global spread. A Jewish security specialist is shot by a Moroccan in Amsterdam after warning of a Moslem take-over.​[2]​ This event draws Allon into action and the scene shifts to London once Allon discovers a plot to kidnap the US ambassador’s daughter. Silva includes a brief but pungent indictment of British governments’ laxity in throwing open ‘their doors to the world’s most hardened holy warriors’ (58). The 2005 London bombings, then of recent memory, are cited to prove Silva’s point and to implicitly underline the plausibility of the conspiracy.
The Hyde Park kidnapping, which Allon fails to prevent, triggers an action sequence which sheds critical light on the relations between Britain and the USA, and also on the latter’s crude response to 9/11 by lumping all Moslems together. Silva quietly counters this when an Egyptian named Ibrahim living in Holland helps him, even though one of the main terrorists is his son Ishaq. In a reversal of the biblical story of Abraham and Isaac, the son kills the father, having been radicalized by the unrest in Egypt.​[3]​ When representing Ishaq’s speech or that of a radical sheikh imprisoned in the USA whom a lawyer approaches for help, Silva uses a standard, formally inflected English, which shows these characters participating in a collective dialogue on terrorism. It is Ibrahim who draws one of the major reference points in the novel, to 9/11 which he describes as a ‘tear in the fabric of history’ (218). During the investigation which follows, the ultimate aim of the terrorists is revealed to be an attack on Westminster Abbey to take place on Christmas Day. The foiling of this plot gives Silva a spectacular climax to the novel, though the final author’s note stresses the continuing evolution of the terrorist threat.
	Like The Messenger, Portrait of a Spy (2011), traces all terrorist connections back to Saudi Arabia. Silva has stated that ‘the Saudis are, quite simply, the perfect villains. They have a seemingly endless supply of money and hold the economic security of not only this country but the entire world in the palm of their hand’ (‘Author Talk,’ 2006). Allon and his wife visit London, where he witnesses a suicide bomber in action, timing his attack to commemorate that on the World Trade Centre on 9/11. By a sheer exercise of concentrated attention Allon filters out the hubbub of the Covent Garden crowd and prepares to shoot him down – at which point his own gun is struck down by London policemen and the bomb explodes. The irony of this evocation of ‘Baghdad on the Thames’ (Portrait of a Spy, 38) is strengthened when Allon guides the reader through all the tell-tale signs the London police miss: heavy coat, rigid walk, right hand clenched (over detonator), and so on. Once Silva has established the continuing immediacy of the terrorist threat, he moves the action to the USA to question the dangerous narrative (not shared by the CIA) circulating after 9/11, ‘that says it’s time to declare victory in the global war on terror and turn our attention inward’ (70). The whole thrust of the novel runs directly counter to this position.
	The Messenger concluded with the killing of the financier Zizi. Silva now returns to the latter’s wealth through his daughter Nadia, who becomes a ‘person of integrity’ in the new novel (‘Portrait of a Spy,’ 2011).​[4]​ She has the advantage of a Saudi background, though she now lives in Paris and has adopted a western life-style. She thus has access to both cultures and is recruited into a scheme where she would make a donation to Islamist organizations and thereby enable the intelligence group to track the movement of these funds and thereby locate the new terror group. Nadia is an idealized, even heroic, figure uniquely accessible to logical appeals and also figures as the catalyst to discovering the global reach of the Islamist financial network. Ultimately, however, she falls victim to treachery when her role is exposed and she is shot down in the Saudi desert. The novel dramatizes history in the making, evoking a future point of historical retrospection when the complete account of terrorism will be written. The death of Nadia and the suggestions of further potential terror cells austerely imply that the novel’s action is just one episode in an ongoing ‘forever war’ (462), an echo of Joe Haldeman’s 1974 future-war novel.

The New Russia
In 2008 Silva shifted his focus on to the new plutocrats of Russia with Moscow Rules, a title deriving from John Le Carre’s 1979 novel Smiley’s People. With its pun on regulation and regime, the title in itself suggests a continuity between the Soviet era and the new Russia. In Le Carre’s novel an ageing Russian émigré attempts to get a message through to British intelligence but is shot down before he can do so. Moscow Rules are explained as stringent tradecraft, ‘procedures to be observed in territories of extreme risk.’​[5]​ The irony is that the killing happens on Hampstead Heath and Silva repeats a similar displacement when his prologue ends with the murder of a Russian in a French ski resort. This character seems incongruous in every respect. He dresses wrongly and dismantles every fixture in his hotel room, apparently to ensure that it’s free of bugs. In short he behaves exactly like a spy, but then Silva slips in the detail that he’s a journalist and from this point on ironies against Putin’s Russia proliferate. On the eve of the novel’s publication, Silva posted a statement on Russia which stressed the new censorship and totalitarian practices, declaring roundly that ‘Russia is now a fascist country’ (‘President Obama,’ 2008).​[6]​
Investigative journalists have a key role to play throughout Silva’s fiction in probing beneath institutional secrecy and the danger in their activities is placed centre stage in Moscow Rules. The novel is set against a background of Russian investigative journalists being killed, figures like Anna Politkovskaya and Ivan Safronov (both discussed in the Author’s Note), and more notoriously the case of Alexander Litvinenko, the Russian intelligence officer turned defector, who in 2006 was poisoned with a radioactive toxin in London. Silva references the last case twice in the novel and may have acted on Litvinenko’s allegations of FSB – Al Qaida links in shaping his novel’s subject.
Near the opening of Moscow Rules Gabriel Allon states that ‘Russian journalists are dropping like flies these days’ (Moscow Rules, 11). He witnesses this at first hand when a rendezvous with a contact in Rome goes disastrously wrong. The scene is the basilica of St. Peter’s: 
Boris Ostrovsky was on his knees before the pedestal, with his face lifted sharply toward the ceiling and his hands raised to his neck. A few feet away, three African nuns were conversing softly in French, as though there was nothing unusual about the sight of a man kneeling in fervent veneration before the statue of so great a pope (53).
The statue of Pius XII is an ambiguous one reflecting the complex relation of the papacy to the Nazis explored in A Death in Vienna. However, the grimmest irony in this scene lies in the fact that the Russian is dying from a poison administered by an assassin in the chapel. 
The stark denial of refuge in this scene reflects the long arm of Moscow and Allon’s immediate recognition of a poison developed by the KGB introduces a broader depiction of Russia’s continuity from its Stalinist past. In the two sections of Silva’s novel where Allon visits Moscow, the cityscape is explicitly a historical one, implying only a superficial change from the Soviet era. Allon makes contact with another journalist, saves her from two Chechen assassins, and is promptly arrested and taken to the Lubyanka. By now Silva’s topographic contrast has become clear. The main locations for the intrigue are the French Alps, Rome and Saint Tropez, all sites for tourism, a façade behind which Allon probes. When he visits Moscow his role shifts from observing the visible traces of Russian history to that of re-enactment when he is imprisoned and interrogated. Unlike Stalin’s victims, Allon has a diplomatic let-out which leads to his release. The wife of Kharkov, the millionaire arms dealer in Allon’s sights, describes her husband as a ‘devout Stalinist’ (294), a brutalism reflected in his enormous hands and muscle-bound physique. We learn that the wife has overheard a telephone conversation where her husband is agreeing to supply missiles to Islamists. The hunt for confirmatory evidence, however, can only succeed with help from French intelligence, who help to kidnap Kharkov’s children; and from the NSA and CIA, which at key moments knock out mobile phones in Moscow. 
Although Kharkov’s immediate deal is blocked and his assets exposed, the setback is only temporary and his activities continue into the 2009 sequel
The Defector. Here Silva drew on the journalist Pete Earley’s Comrade J. (2008), a memoir of the Russian intelligence officer Sergei Tretyakov, who served  under diplomatic cover as the chief of New York station until he defected in 2000. Earley’s account caught Silva’s attention when it described the method of Russian executions: the victim ‘would be taken into a room, made to kneel, then shot in the back of the head with a high-caliber handgun so his face would become unrecognizable because of the blast. His body would be dumped in an unmarked grave.’ The passage served as an inspiration for The Defector (‘Author Talk,’ 2009), which opens with a Russian named Bulganov disappearing on his way to a chess match in London. British intelligence attributes this to a chosen return to Moscow, whereas Gabriel Allon, responsible for his original defection, scrutinizes the ‘Orwellian’ CCTV footage (The Defector, 31) of his disappearance to conclude that he was abducted. 
	The intrigue is thus set up as an operation to rescue Bulganov from Russia. As usual in Silva’s fiction, the operation is a tripartite one with CIA technical assistance, MI5 help with defectors, and Mossad supplying the agents. The action moves progressively from London to Paris, Northern Italy, and Zurich, where a Russian agent is caught in a private bank. Silva paces the rescue intrigue carefully, with the lead character in each episode supplying crucial information, which takes us gradually closer to the final climax in Russia. Until now a source of background support, the USA plays a major part in the novel’s denouement, which plays itself out against the backdrop of a G8 summit in Moscow. Allon is supplied with a temporary American identity and the US offers means of entering and leaving Russia. Silva focuses his satire of the new regime on Kharkov, who is described as a ‘KGB hood in a fancy English suit’ (359). In contrast with Moscow Rules, The Defector extends its descriptions of Russia outwards beyond the capital to show the rural deprivation of the country, described as a journey ‘into the belly of the beast’ (351).​[7]​ The dacha holding the captives symbolizes the history of the nation in being the site of one of Stalin’s killing grounds, like Butovo which Silva visited.​[8]​ When Kharkov blocks the attempted rescue, he relishes the situation as a chance to re-enact Stalinist-style executions. The grotesque historical resonance of the situation is so strong that it overshadows the fate of the captives, which would be sealed were it not for a last-minute telephone deal between the US and Russian premiers.
Russia further features in The English Girl (2013), where Silva sets up two subjects. Ostensibly the narrative concerns itself with the kidnapping and ransom of a young aide in the Labour Party who has been having an affair with the British Prime Minister. While on holiday in Corsica, Madeline disappears, shortly after which the PM’s assistant receives a DVD where she confesses to the affair and a demand for ransom money. Silva draws Gabriel Allon in on the unlikely premise of the deputy head of MI5 asking for his help ‘for a friend.’ Allon follows out the elaborate procedure of passing over the ransom money, briefly meets Madeline, but during the release her car explodes in flames.
That is the end of Madeline – or so it seems. Around the novel’s mid-point a second subject begins to emerge. When Allon visits Madeline’s English home, from which her family has disappeared, he is almost discovered by a professional Russian agent and it is gradually revealed that Madeline a pawn in a Russian sting operation to persuade the British government to grant permission for a Russian company to drill for North Sea oil. The latter is revealed to be ‘part of a Kremlin stratagem to turn Russia into a global energy superpower’ (The English Girl, 330). The second plot of the novel sets up a Mossad agent as a skilled investment banker who is invited to join Volgatek, as the Russian company is known. Silva uses the plot to confirm the blackmail and bribery used by Volgatek; on the other, the ex-KGB thug who kidnapped Madeline is captured and (rather easily) persuaded to make a video confession. And thus it transpires that Madeline’s ‘death’ was part of the original Russian conspiracy. She is found to be living in Russia and is liberated by Allon, but of course Russia’s larger economic intrigue remains unchanged, as does the Soviet-style practice of the new Russia.
The Business of Stolen Art
Gabriel Allon is identified throughout his novels as having a double career – as intelligence agent and art restorer. The latter is overt and frequently functions as his cover. However, it is only in The Rembrandt Affair (2010) that Silva makes art his central subject. The novel opens with the theft of a Rembrandt from an art restorer in Glastonbury who is shot. The different section titles suggest phases in the discovery of a painting: provenance, attribution, authentication, unveiling, and recovery. Initially the painting itself becomes the protagonist, until a gap in its provenance is discovered between the 1940s and the 1960s. At this point the subject moves into a reprise of Silva’s Holocaust themes, when it is discovered that the painting was seized from its Jewish owners by the Nazis. The painting even becomes itself a source of information when one of the thieves finds within the canvas a list of Jewish names with Swiss bank account numbers. Already the subject has returned to Swiss institutional secrecy, earlier explored in The English Assassin, and the tracking of the painting segues into a search for the Nazi officer responsible for its theft, Kurt Voss, an assistant to Eichmann. This search leads Allon to Argentina, providing him with further links in the chain from Voss’s son and an Argentine journalist. 
	So far the narrative sounds to be a recapitulation of Silva’s earlier themes and to be an exercise in historical reconstruction, but the prime link with the present is supplied by Martin Landesmann, a Swiss financier and the son of a banker who did business with the Nazis. Landesmann is also a philanthropist – hence his ironic nickname ‘Saint Martin’ – and he is explicitly modelled on Bernard Madoff, the US financier and philanthropist who was charged with massive fraud in 2008. Madoff for Silva embodied a fascinating double life where in public he made generous donations while secretly behaving like a thief.​[9]​ Landesmann’s business is protected by a Zurich-based organization called Zentrum Security, which is described as an imitation of a government agency:  ‘Like the intelligence services it sought to emulate, Zentrum had two faces – one it reluctantly showed the world, another it kept carefully hidden. The covert branch of Zentrum handled what were euphemistically referred to as special tasks’ (The Rembrandt Affair, 145).​[10]​ Zentrum represents the institutional duplicity of Landesmann himself. As an MI5 officer explains, ‘that shiny image is nothing but a carefully constructed cover […] He’s involved in money laundering, tax evasion, corporate espionage, and much worse’ (248). By now the subject shifts have virtually become complete. The painting took us to the Nazis, the Nazis to Landesmann, who becomes the target of Allon’s operation, with the help of a British investigative journalist who (conveniently) is already in a relationship with him and therefore herself leading a double life. Through her, Landesmann’s computer records are penetrated and the final revelation comes that he is covertly selling centrifuges for Iran’s nuclear programme. The conclusion of the novel comes not with public exposure or the death of the villain, but with a deal behind the scenes. Providing he allows the intelligence group access to his shipment so that the centrifuges can be sabotaged, he is allowed to keep his fortune and his privacy. The disparity between public and secret information, always striking in Silva’s fiction, is here tilted towards secrecy, but for a greater good. In the novel’s coda mysterious explosions take place at Iranian installations, which lead the authorities to strike absurd postures in their own attempts to preserve the secrecy of their programme.
	In his more recent novels Silva has tended to multiply subjects within individual novels with a resultant increase in narrative complexity. The Fallen Angel (2012) is one such work, which opens with an apparent suicide in St. Peter’s Basilica. Working nearby on a restoration, Gabriel Allon immediately spots that this is a murder, probably related to an investigation the victim was pursuing into the provenance of Vatican works of art. Then a series of links begin to emerge between art theft, money laundering, and ultimately with terrorism. Initially, the key figure here is one Carlo Marchese, an Italian millionaire described as the ‘transnational threat of tomorrow’ (The Fallen Angel, 148), the embodiment of crime without frontiers. Marchese is one of Silva’s most sinister creations, masking his threats to Allon with an urbane elegance. However, he is soon left behind as the investigation moves to a St. Moritz art gallery run by a Palestinian with a cover identity. When Allon tries to pass on an ancient artefact to this dealer a bomb kills the latter and wounds Allon. More information emerges from surveillance photographs showing the involvement of VEVAK, the Iranian intelligence service, and of a Hezbollah leader called Massoud.​[11]​ Allon’s first major operation is to kidnap Massoud in Berlin, to extract information from him and then release him unscathed with the continuing protection of a diplomatic passport.
	As the novel progresses, its scope expands across several countries and at each stage Allon finds himself working alongside the Italian Art Squad, Vatican security, the CIA, and the intelligence services of Switzerland and Austria. The scale of the threat gradually expands too from an individual murder, a planned Hezbollah attack on a Vienna synagogue, to a final climax in Jerusalem. The introduction of Hezbollah reflects Silva’s conviction that ‘the group has rightly been described as the “A-team of terrorists.” Hezbollah is truly global in its reach’ (‘The Fallen Angel,’ 2010), but behind them stands an even bigger threat –Iran. The kidnapping of Massoud is essential to move the plot along, although his confession comes with improbable speed, all the more so as he continually spars with Allon about tactics. 
	An unexpected irony emerges in the novel’s final scenes. A strategy followed by Allon in the kidnapping involves ‘tricking one’s enemies into a misjudgement of one’s true position’ (226), but his group does not realize that they themselves have fallen victim to such a trick which involves the detonation on Good Friday of a massive bomb under a Moslem site on the Holy Mount during a papal visit to the Holy Land. Thanks to exceptional data analysis, Allon knows exactly where the bomb is placed and the climactic sequence takes us into the depths of the earth. The labyrinth of narrow passages, aqueducts and stairs finally brings Allon and his companion out into a large chamber, evidently the foundation of King Solomon’s temple which has been subjected to sacrilegious damage. At every point Silva reminds the reader of the political dimension to the action. For example, several times he references ‘temple denial,’ the refusal by Palestinians and other Moslems to recognize the ancient Jewish presence buried in the landscape which would invalidate the very existence of Israel.​[12]​ The search underground thus combines a hunt for the bomb with an extremely political exploration of the past, starkly contrasting the terrorists’ indifference to antiquities except as a source of currency, with the concern of Allon the professional restorer and his companion, a professional archaeologist. The conspiracy has the most apocalyptic scale in Silva’s fiction in the resulting destruction and bloodshed that the bomb would produce.
The identification of art-works with currency continues into The Heist (2014), another of Silva’s two-subject novels, which starts with the murder of a dealer in stolen art and segues into an intrigue over the finances of Syria’s President Assad. Silva’s continuity is established primarily though money. The paintings referred to in the novel are primarily evoked as commodities offering a convenient means of secretly transferring money into different banks. The layered subject is embodied in the identity of the murder victim, a former MI6 officer turned fence, and also in his premises in the Geneva Freeport, within which lies a safe containing a message for none other than Gabriel Allon. Through this device Silva strengthens links between stolen artworks, European banks, and the Syrian regime. A partner in a Linz private bank happens to be a relative of the Assad family. As in The Messenger, Silva creates an intermediary figure between Allon’s group and the Syrians in Jihan Nawaz, a manager at the Linz bank. Like so many of Silva’s characters, she carries a secret in her past, her origins in the city of Hama, the site of the 1982 massacre where thousands of opponents to Assad were killed. Jihan is thus a westernized opponent of the regime who has to be gradually convinced to help Allon and his agents. The novel was published against the background of the Syrian war and Silva’s purpose was clearly not only to draw the reader’s attention to that conflict, but particularly to dramatize the secret finances lying behind it.
New Connections
The English Spy (2015) draws together many threads from the whole Gabriel Allon series to narrate unfinished business from the killing of his wife and espionage tensions with Russia, among other themes. Drawing on news reports that IRA members had been offering their services to Iran, the novel dramatizes a battle of wits between Allon and Eamon Quinn, IRA bomb-maker turned freelance. Because there are so many connections with previous novels, the action is constantly slowed down by elaborate back-stories and opens improbably with the murder (another bombing) of a thinly disguised version of Princess Diana, conflated with the 1979 killing of Mountbatten. Given her fame, the likelihood is extremely low of her killing being forgotten amid the intrigues over Iran’s nuclear ambitions, tensions with Russia, and the activities of the Real IRA in Northern Ireland.
The Black Widow (2016) weaves yet another variation on the theme of terrorism, this time through the actions of ISIS. Written against the background of Islamist attacks in France, the novel opens with the bombing of a Jewish target in that country, setting a train of events in motion where Allon and the Office collaborate first with the French anti-terrorist Alpha Group and then also with MI6 and the CIA.​[13]​ Israeli agents identify and approach a female doctor to pose as an ISIS member to help track down the organizer of the Paris bombing and related events. Like the actress Charlie in Le Carre’s The Little Drummer Girl, Natalie is tutored over her ‘legend’ or adopted biography through a process ‘akin to brainwashing’ (The Black Widow, 163). She learns to become a potential recruit to Isis – a ‘black widow’ – and after contact in France she is taken to an ISIS stronghold in northern Iraq to receive her bombing assignment. Here she encounters the mysterious mastermind known as Saladin and in one of the novel’s sharpest ironies Natalie saves his live after battlefield injuries, unconsciously enabling him to implement his attack on the USA. 
	The novel is punctuated by a series of extended dialogues which have a cumulative polemical function. Silva writes against a position which he has summarized in interview as follows: ‘our current [Obama’s] administration, for any number of reasons, has consistently tried to downplay the threat of ISIS and terrorism in general’ (Hewitt, 2016). Accordingly the novel reveals an international network of ISIS sleepers, an electronic system called the ‘dark net’ (353) of Islamist websites, and key European locations full of social unrest like the Brussels district of Molenbeek, ‘essentially a Muslim village’ (188). Silva skilfully avoids demonizing ISIS, stressing instead its organization and internal discipline. Here he has explicitly drawn on the journalist Graeme Wood, who has argued that ISIS is a ‘religious, millenarian group’ pursuing an extreme but coherent agenda of battling the forces of ‘Rome’, for which read the West. He declares that ‘the End of Days is a leitmotif of its propaganda’ (Wood, 2015), and accordingly Silva borrows the phrase for the title of the novel’s climactic section where attacks take place in the USA.
	Silva’s understated approach to the members of ISIS becomes particularly striking when Natalie finally meets the figure of Saladin, who was ‘no fire-breathing jihadist’ (317). Probably a former Iraqi intelligence officer, he remains a mystery to the very end of the novel, even after he resurfaces in the USA as a tall, well-dressed gentleman with a limp. Saladin’s elusiveness is an analogue for the complex plot he has devised. The reader’s attention focuses partly on Natalie and another suicide bomber, but their actions may simply be a feint. In fact the attacks are multiple including the bombing of the national counter-terrorism centre – yet another irony – and the Lincoln Memorial in Washington DC. The attacks constitute a massive post-9/11 failure of US intelligence: ‘the Americans, it seemed, had been caught flat-footed’ (426). Even though the perpetrators are killed, there may well be other sleepers ready and Saladin himself escapes. In short, the threat persists. 
Whatever the nature of the specific conspiracy in a particular novel, Silva repeatedly presents his action as a series of local episodes within a larger ongoing process. The texts always contain multiple dialogue sequences which invite the reader to consider different perspectives on terrorism and allusions inviting us to connect their action with contemporary events.
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^1	  Silva also drew on a 2004 report in Der Spiegel that two Saudi companies were fronts for the Saudi intelligence service with links to Al-Qaeda: Spencer, 2004.
^2	  Modelled on the assassination in 2004 of the Dutch film-maker Theo van Gogh by a Dutch-Moroccan Moslem.
^3	  For his descriptions of torture in the novel Silva drew on Stephen Grey’s essay ‘America’s Gulag,’ quoted as an epigraph to the novel (Grey, 2004).
^4	  From the author Elie Wiesel, ‘one person of integrity can make a difference’ (Wiesel, 1986).
^5	  As explained in the second episode of the 1982 BBC TV serial adaptation of Le Carre’s novel.
^6	  Silva cites Edward Lucas’s The New Cold War (2008) as further confirmation that Russia has moved into a neo-Soviet mode. In a later interview on The English Girl Silva insisted that the KGB was still in place in the New Russia: ‘they’re running the place […] They run Russia, they own, in effect, the Russian energy companies. They’re in effect Kremlin-owned, part of Kremlin Incorporated’ (Hewitt, 2013). 
^7	  The expression ultimately refers back to the story of Jonah, but within the American context was popularized by the convict Jack Abbott’s letters to Norman Mailer, In the Belly of the Beast (1981). Belly of the Beast was also a 2003 action movie, where an ex-CIA agent rescues his kidnapped daughter from Thai terrorists. The primary sense of the phrase is to denote captivity.
^8	  On this visit Silva noted the irony that the authorities ‘are engaged in a carefully orchestrated endeavor to airbrush away [the] most repulsive aspects’ of the Soviet past (‘Butovo’, 2008) .
^9	  In interview Silva has commented: ‘Here was a charismatic figure who appeared to be a paragon of virtue. Madoff was a man people thought they could trust, a man who donated millions of dollars to charity. But underneath it all, Madoff was a criminal, arguably the greatest thief and con man in history’ (‘Author Talk,’ 2010).
^10	  Landesmann’s name carries a pointed irony. In Yiddish slang a ‘landsman’ is a fellow villager, usually Jewish, whereas Landesmann has built his fortune on Jewish funds seized in the war.
^11	  Massoud is closely modeled on the Hezbollah head of operations, Imad Mughniya
^12	  Silva’s source here was Dore Gold’s 2007 study The Fight for Jerusalem, which first used the expression ‘temple denial.’ He was probably also drawing on the lectures of the Dutch archaeologist Leen Ritmeyer, who in 2010 claimed to have found the location of Solomon’s temple.
^13	  The Alpha Group is the actual name of an anti-terrorist organization, but one within the Russian SVR.
